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Abstract
Motivated by the problem of characterizing cutoff phenomena in Markov chains,
and that of proving sharp thresholds for dynamic graph models, we investigate
threshold properties for stopping times of Markov Chains. We propose an approach
to this problem, extending results from the theory of thresholds of random graphs
to stopping rules in Markov Chains. We give two such extensions:
1. We show that every monotonic stopping time has a threshold.
2. We give an extension (based on group representation theory) of Russo’s lemma
to stopping times.
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Introduction

Investigating threshold properties of combinatorial optimization problems [Fri05]
has been a popular topic for recent research. The seminal result of Friedgut
and Bourgain [Fri99] has allowed the classification of threshold properties in a
large class of problems, such as that of boolean constraint satisfaction problems
(CSP) [CD04,Ist05].
Threshold properties in CSP are usually studied using variants of probabilistic
models from random graph theory [JLR00] (see also [Bol85]): the binomial
graph model and the uniform graph model. An approach that, in the case of
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random graphs, often provides stronger results is via graph process models: we
start with a graph with no edges and repeatedly add edges according to a
certain criterion. Motivated by the Statistical Physicists literature [NBW06],
a variety of such processes has been recently investigated rigorously [Dur06].
A natural question is whether the Friedgut-Bourgain approach provides hints
for the analysis of such processes as well.
A second motivation for investigating threshold properties of stopping times
comes from the theory of Markov chains: Let M be a random walk on a set
X with initial state x0 ∈ X and transition matrix Q. Assuming that M is
irreducible and aperiodic, it is a classic theorem of the theory of stochastic
processes that M has an unique stationary distribution π and, furthermore, πt ,
the distribution obtained by running the Markov Chain for t steps converges
(as t → ∞) to π. A favorite theme of research in Theoretical Computer Science
has been to estimate the mixing time of such chains, i.e. the number of steps
t needed to make the distribution πt be ”close” to π (for a recent survey of
the techniques used to prove such results see [Ran03]). A complementary way
to describe the convergence of πt to π is via the concept of a cutoff, studied
and greatly popularized by Diaconis. A family of Markov chains displays a
cutoff with respect to a distance d on probability distributions when d(πt , π)
has (when t → ∞) a “sudden jump” to 0, in an interval whose width is much
smaller than the mixing time. Cutoffs are most often studied with respect to
the total variation distance dT V ; an example of a chain displaying a cutoff
(with respect to this distance) is the random walk corresponding to top-torandom card shuffling. The proof [DS81] involves Fourier analysis on finite
groups. There are other chains (e.g. the random walk on Z n ) for which the
random walk does not display a cutoff. The characterization of those walks
that have a cutoff is not known and was stated as an open problem in [Dia96]
(see also [SC04]).
Cutoffs can be studied for metrics other than the total variation distance.
Such distances include, for instance the Lp -norms and the so-called separation
distance [Dia88]. Peres has conjectured [GNRS04] that the existence of a cutoff
can be characterized using two parameters: the spectral gap and the mixing
time. More precisely, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
a cutoss is that the product of the spectral gap and the mixing time goes
to infinity. Chen and Saloff-Coste [CSC08] have proved Peres’s conjecture for
reversible Markov chains under Lp -distance, p > 1. However, for p = 1 the
conjecture fails [CSC08]. For this distance (as well as the separation distance)
a characterization of Markov chains with a cutoff is still an open problem.
Similar concentration properties have been previously investigated by Aldous
for the cover time [Ald94], who gave a complete characterization of random
walks with a threshold for the cover time.
Motivated by these two problems in this note we propose study instead thresh2

old properties of (appropriately chosen) stopping times. We are, of course, inspired by the result of Friedgut-Bourgain characterizing monotone properties
that have a sharp threshold [Fri99]. Our ultimate aim is to bring Fouriertheoretic methods similar to those used in the Friedgut-Bourgain result to the
problem of characterizing sharp thresholds of stopping times.
The goal of this paper is to take some preliminary steps in this direction. In
particular, we manage to recover a Fourier-theoretic interpretation of Russo’s
formula due to Kahn, Kalai and Linial [KKL88] for certain classes of stopping
times.
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Preliminaries

Definition 1 Let G be a finite group and let X be a finite set. An action of a
G on X is a mapping from G × X → X which will be denoted by (s, x) → s · x.
The orbits of the action are the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation
x ∼ y ⇐⇒ (∃s ∈ G) s · x = y. G acts transitively on X if there is a single
orbit of ∼. In this case the pair (G, X) is called a homogeneous space.
When G acts transitively on X one can naturally represent X as follows:
fix x0 ∈ X. Define the isotropy subgroup of x0 to be the group N = {s ∈
G | s · x0 = x0 } (one can verify that the definition does not depend on the
particular choice of x0 ). We can, then, view the group G as acting on the coset
space G/N , and there is an isomorphism between X and G/N that respects
the action of G.
Definition 2 Given a homogeneous space (G, X), an initial state X0 ∈ X
and a probability distribution P on G, one can define a stochastic process on
X specified as follows:
• Start at state X0 .
• If Xt is the state of the process at time t then sample an element s ∈ G
according to P and define Xt+1 = s · Xt .
The following simple result, Lemma 3 in Chapter 3F of [Dia88] motivates the
choice of our framework:
Lemma 1 The stochastic process in Definition 2 is a Markov chain M on X
with transition matrix Qx (y) = P (xN y −1 ).
Definition 2 is a generalization of random walks on groups. Such random walks
can be defined by having group G acts on itself in the usual manner (s, t) →
s ¯ t, where ¯ is the group multiplication operation.
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In what follows, Q∗n is the convolution of Q with itself n times, corresponding
to taking exactly n jumps in the random walk. Under suitable conditions, as
1
n → ∞, Q∗n converges to the uniform distribution U , U (s) = |G|
on G.
The following are the two metrics we are going to be concerned with:
Definition 3 Let W be a probability on the finite group G.
(1) The n-step total variation distance is defined as
dT V (n) =

1 X 1
|
·
− W ∗n (s)|
2 s∈G |G|

(2) Define the n-step separation distance by
s(n) = |G| · maxs {

3

1
− W ∗n (s)}.
|G|

Trajectories on groups

Definition 4 Let T (G) = G∗ be the set of trajectories in G (when G is clear
we will drop it from the notation, and write T instead of T (G)). The image
i(w) in X of trajectory w ∈ T is the sequence i(w) = X0 X1 . . . Xn . . . obtained
starting at given node X0 and repeatedly multiplying by elements of w.
If x is a prefix of a trajectory w ∈ T , let yield(x) ∈ X be the state of the
random walk after making the transitions specified by string x.
Definition 5 (1) Define partial order . on G∗ by
x . y ⇐⇒ x is a prefix of y.
(2) For r ∈ [0, 1], a coin toss with success probability r is the monotonically
increasing function fr : [0, 1] → {0, 1}


 0, if x < 1 − r,

fr (x) = 

 1, otherwise.

We will denote by CT = {fr }r∈[0,1] the set of such coin tosses, by 1 the
”sure coin toss” f1 (·), and by 0 the “unlucky coin toss” f0 (·).
Definition 6 (1) A probabilistic stopping time for random walk M is function F : T → CT such that
if (x . y) and F (x) ≡ 1 then F (y) ≡ 1.
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(1)

By slightly abusing the notation we will write, for x ∈ T , F (x) = r
instead of F (x) = fr . Also define µ : T → [0, 1] to be the probability that
F does not accept at the last coin toss on path x.
A (deterministic) stopping time for the Markov chain is a probabilistic
stopping time such that F (x) ∈ {0, 1} for every x ∈ T .
(2) A probabilistic stopping time is consistent iff
(µ(x) > 0) ⇒ (µ(x · e) > 0) and (µ(x) < 1) ⇒ (µ(x · e) < 1)
(in other words we cannot turn the accepting/rejecting probabilities to 0/1
by multiplying with the neutral element of G). In particular, a deterministic stopping time is consistent iff F (x) = F (x · e) for all x ∈ T .
Example 1 (Thresholds of monotonically increasing properties as
stopping times):
Let A ∈ {0, 1}n be a monotonically increasing property. Consider a Markov
chain M with state space {0, 1}n , that starts in state 0 and, at each step flips a
random bit of the current state. M can be viewed in the context of the natural
action An of G = Zn2 onto the n-dimensional hypercube X = Zn2 , defined by
L
x · y = x y, the bitwise XOR of x and y. It is easy to see that N = {0}. The
moves in M correspond to multiplying by one of the generators ei .
One can define a stopping time TA for M specified in the following way: Let
X0 , . . . , Xt be the trajectory seen so far. Accept as soon as Yt = X0 ∨X1 ∨. . .∨Xt
(where the ∨ is taken bitwise) is in A. It is easy to see that the stopping time TA
corresponds as well to the following process: start with an empty set of edges;
at each step add a random edge (with repetitions); stop when the resulting
graph belongs to A.
Definition 7 A coupling for random walk M is a stochastic process CM,t =
(Xt , Yt ) on G × G such that
(1) Xt has distribution πt .
(2) Yt has uniform distribution U .
(3) Xt = Yt implies Xt+1 = Yt+1 .
Example 2 (Couplings as stopping times):
Couplings naturally define deterministic stopping times on G2 := G × G by
taking, for t ∈ T (G × G)


 1, if t ∈ ∆G×G ,

CM (t) = 

 0, otherwise.
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For Markov chains the existence of a total variation cutoff can be related to
to the properties of stopping times associated to couplings using the following
result from [Gri75] (see also [Lin92]):
Proposition 1 If CM is a coupling form random walk M then for all n ∈ N
P r[Xn 6= Yn ] ≤ dT V (n).

(2)

For every random walk M there exists an associated maximal coupling CM for
which equation (2) holds with equality.
Definition 8 A strong uniform time F is a stopping time F such that, for
every k < ∞,
Prob[F (x, r|x| ) = 1, Xk = s] is constant in s.
|x|=k

(3)

Relating Markov chain cutoffs to stopping times is also possible for the separation distance s(n) because of the following result (see [AD87] or [Dia88],
Theorem 4 on pp. 76):
Example 3 (Strong Uniform Times): If F is a strong uniform time for
the random walk generated by Q on G then for all k
s(k) ≤ Prob[F > k].

(4)

Conversely, for every random walk there is a probabilistic strong uniform time
such that (4) holds with equality.
These two observations suggest an approach to the problem of characterizing
Markov chains cutoffs: study threshold properties of associated stopping times by extending of the Friedgut-Bourgain approach.

4

Stochastic processes on trajectories

Definition 9 Let G be a group acting on set X. A G-processs on X is a
function W : G∗ → [0, 1] that is a G-martingale, i.e. a function such that
W (λ) = 1 and for all x ∈ G∗
W (x) =

X

W (xr).

r∈G

Our main example of a G-process is specified as follows:
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Example 4 (“random walk”): Let G be a group acting on set X and let
Q be a probability measure on G. Q defines a G-process as follows: W (λ) = 1
and, for x ∈ G∗ and r ∈ G,
W (xr) = W (x) · Q(r).

(5)

The previous example might fail to be ergodic because of periodicity. The
usual alternative is the following:
Example 5 (“lazy random walk”): Let G be a group acting on set X and
let Q be a probability measure on G \ e. Q defines a G-process as follows:
W (λ) = 1 and, for x ∈ G∗ and r ∈ G,


 W (x · e) = W (x) · 1 ,
|G|

 W (x · r) = W (x) · (|G|−1)Q(r)
|G|

The previous examples motivate the following definition:
Definition 10 Define, for all x with W (x) > 0 and all r ∈ G, Wx (r) = WW(xr)
.
(x)
W is Markovian if for every r the quantity Wx (r) (when defined) does not
depend on x.
Couplings (when considered as processes on G × G) are in general not Markovian processes. Only the Markovian couplings of [KR01] are Markovian in the
sense of Definition 10:
Definition 11 A Markovian coupling for random walk M is a coupling CM,t =
(Xt , Yt ) on G × G that is a Markov chain (when viewed as a stochastic process
on G × G).
Note however, that Markovian couplings can be substantially weaker than
general ones [KR01].
Definition 12 A Markovian G-process is regular iff it is represented by a
matrix P whose all diagonal elements Pi,i are equal.

5

Threshold properties of stopping times

Definition 13 For stopping time F and 0 < ² < 1, define time t² via equation
µt² (F 6= 1) = ².
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The interval S²,T = [t1−² , t² ] is called the ²-scaling window of F . An assumption
such as “the scaling window of F has property P ” will mean that for any
constant 0 < ² < 1 S²,T has property P .
Definition 14 Stopping time F has a threshold if, for every 0 < ² < 1/2
lim

n→∞

t² (n) − t1−² (n)
< ∞.
t1/2 (n)

Definition 15 Stopping time F has a sharp threshold if, for every 0 < ² <
1/2
t² (n) − t1−² (n)
lim
= 0.
n→∞
t1/2 (n)
If, on the other hand the previous expression is bounded away from zero we
say that F has a coarse threshold.
The result of Friedgut and Bourgain started from a property of monotonic
sets that was a consequence of having a coarse threshold. The same property
can be used for stopping times of Markov chains as well:
Observation 1 If stopping time has a coarse threshold then there exists a
constant η > 0 that depends on ² but not on n and a family of points tC ∈
[t1−² , t² ] such that
dµt (F )
|t=tC < η,
tC ·
dt
Proof. Just as in the case of threshold of monotonic graph properties.

1 − 2² = µt1−² − µt² = (t1−² − t² ) ·

dµt (F )
|t=tC ,
dt

for some tc ∈ [t1−² , t² ].
Since the stopping time has a coarse threshold, there exists D > 0 such that
1
· t1−² .
t1−² − t² > D · t1/2 ≥ D · t² , in other words t² < 1+D
But then t1−² − t² >

D
1+D

· t1−² ≥

tC ·

1+D
dµt (F )
|t=tC <
· (1 − 2²),
dt
D

therefore we can define η =

1+D
D

D
t ,
1+D C

which implies that

· (1 − 2²).
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2

In the case of random graphs Bollobás and Thomason have proved [BT86] that
every monotonic graph property has a threshold. Such a property is known
for a couple of other models, such as, for instance in the case of 1-dimensional
geometric random graphs [McC04] (see also [McC98]) and, by a recent result
of Graham and Grimmett [GG06], for monotone probability measures that
satisfy the FKG inequality.
We now prove a theorem on the existence of thresholds for stopping times
similar in spirit to the result of Bollobás and Thomason [BT86]:
Definition 16 A stopping time is monotone if it has the following property:
if x, y, z are trajectories and T (y) = 1 then for all x, z, T (xy) = 1. and
T (yz) = 1.
Theorem 1 Let M be a Markov chain and let T be a monotone stopping rule.
Then T has a threshold.
Proof. Consider the following stopping time: run T up to time t² . If it has
not accepted, run T for t² more time. From monotonicity we infer
t1−(1−²)2 ≤ 2t² .
The rest of the proof closely mirrors the one in [BT86].

6

2

Russo’s formula for stochastic dynamics on groups

We are interested in the following problem: given a monotone dynamics (F, W ),
can one find an explicit expression for µt (F ), the probability that simulating
the Markov chain up to time t yields a sequence of moves that makes F accept ? Rather than considering W in discrete time, we will assume that W
(and the random walk M , when specializing our results to such walks) is a
discrete-space continuous time stochastic process with jump probability parameterized by a Poisson process of rate 1 (it is well-known, see e.g. [Ald83]
that, with respect to convergence and mixing time any ergodic Markov Chain
in discrete time is equivalent to the corresponding continuous Markov Chain).
Definition 17 Let (F, W ) be a monotone dynamics on group G.
(1) x ∈ T ∗ is F -minimal if µx > 0 but µy < 1 for all y . x. M in(F ) will
represent the set of F -minimal trajectories.
(2) For t > 0 Tt denotes the random variable on T ∗ specifying the set of
transitions taken by M up to time t.
9

(3) For t > 0 and x ∈ T ∗ denote by P athM (t, x) the event that Tt = x and
by Pt (x) = Prob[P athM (t, x)]. In effect
t|x|
· W (x).
|x|!
Q
(4) Define UF (x) = y.x (1 − µy ) to be the probability that F evaluates to 0
on all prefixes of x.
(5) Define RF (x) to be the probability that the first coin toss along x to yield
a value of 1 is the one associated to x (and not one associated to one of
its prefixes). Thus R(x) = UF (x̂) − UF (x), where x̂ is defined to be the
prefix of x obtained by dropping the last element in T from x.
Pt (x) = e−t

Claim 1 x is F -minimal if and only if RF (x) > 0.
Proof. x is not minimal if and only if µx = 0 or µx̂ = 1. In the first case
UF (x) = UF (x̂) · 1 = UF (x̂). In the second UF (x̂) = 0, therefore RF (x) = 0.
The converse is just as easy: UF (x) = UF (x̂) · (1 − µx ). If RF (x) = 0, that is
UF (x) = UF (x̂), and UF (x̂) > 0 then 1 − µx = 1, that is µx = 0. Otherwise we
have UF (x̂) = 0, so µy = 1 for some prefix y of x. By condition 1 it follows,
therefore, that µx̂ = 1 as well. A Markovian coupling of matrix P is regular if
all diagonal elements Pi,i are equal.
2

Theorem 2 Assume F is a monotone dynamics for random walk M with
F (λ) = 0 (that is F is nontrivial). Then we have:

t

X
dµt (F )
=
|x| · Pt (x) · RF (x).
dt
∗
x∈T

(6)

Observation 2 A problem with the previous formula is that it contains an
infinite sum. However, if all x with |x| > n are discarded from the sum on the
right hand side of formula 6 the value of the sum changes by no more than
t · P rob[P o(1, t) ≥ n].
In particular, for any ² > 0 there exists C² > 0 such that the contribution in
the sum of all x with |x| > C² t is at most ².
Proof. The value of the sum for all x of length i is at most i · P r[P o(1, t) =
i] = tP r[P o(1, t) = i − 1].
The second statement follows from tail inequalities for the Poisson distribution
(see for example [AES92]).
2
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Proof.
To stop, the random walk has to make a sequence of transitions corresponding
to some x ∈ M in(F ). This requirements has two components:
• The number of jumps of the Markov chain is at least |x|.
• The first |x| transitions conform to x.
• F only accepts x, and none of its prefixes.
The first event is the event that a Poisson process of rate 1, observed at time
t makes at least |x| jumps. The second event has probability W (x). The third
event has probability RF (x). Because of Claim 1 we can, in fact, sum up over
all values of x, not only those that are F -minimal.
Thus
µt (F ) =

X

W (x) · RF (x) · [e−t ·

x∈T ∗

X ti
i≥|x|

i!

].

Differentiating we get
X ti
dµt (F ) X
d
=
]
W (x) · RF (x) · [e−t ·
dt
dt
i!
x∈T ∗
i≥|x|

=

X

W (x) · RF (x) · [−e−t ·

x∈T ∗

=

X

X ti
i≥|x|

W (x) · RF (x) · [e−t ·

x∈T ∗

i!

+ e−t ·

ti−1
]
(i − 1)!
i≥|x|
X

t|x|−1
].
(|x| − 1)!

Hence
t·

X
X
dµt (F )
t|x|
=
|x| · W (x) · RF (x) · [e−t ·
]=
|x| · Pt (x) · RF (x).
dt
(|x|)!
x∈T ∗
x∈T ∗

2

We want to compare formula 6 with the original form of Russo’s formula for
monotone properties:
n
n
X
X
d
µp (Ai ) =
Ii (1A ),
p µp (A) =
dp
i=1
i=1
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(7)

where
Ai = {x ∈ A|ωi (x) ∈ A}.
and
Ii (f ) =

X

Prob[f (x) 6= f (ωi x)],

x

the influence of the i’th coordinate on function f (see [KKL88]).
Let’s try to get our formula (6) to look more closely like (7): define, for r ∈ G
ωr : G∗ → G∗ ,

ωr (x) =



 y if (x = yr) for some x ∈ G∗ r,

 x otherwise.I n (T ))
r,t

and, for F : G∗ → C,
(n)

Ir,t (f ) =

X

µt (x) · [UF (ωr x) − UF (x)],

(8)

|x|=n

Then we can rewrite (6) as

t
where

X
dµt (F ) X X
(n)
(n)
=
(
n · Ir,t (F )) =
n · It (F ),
dt
n≥0
r∈G n≥0

(n)

It (F )) =

X

(9)

n
Ir,t
(F ).

r∈G

The extra factor n in (9) is only a consequence of commutativity of the monotone property setup: to fully mimic (9) in the commutative case one would
have to choose an ordering of the bits of x ∈ Ai such that the i’th bit of x is
the last chosen one.

7

Fourier analysis of stopping times

Let G be a group and let Q be a probability measure on G. One can organize
the set of functions on G as a vector space by defining
< f, g >Q =

X

Q(s) · f (s)g(s).

s∈G
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If Q was the uniform measure on G, an orthonormal basis for the space of
functions on G with the above scalar product would be given ([Dia88] pp. 13)
by the set of matrix entries of the unitary irreducible representations of G. On
the other hand, for G = Z2n and Q the n-time tensor product of the measure
µp on Z2 (that is the probability space corresponding to random graph model
G(n, p)) an orthonormal basis is given (see [Tal94]) by the set of Fourier-Walsh
functions {rS }S⊆[n]
rS (x) =

Y

ri (x),

i∈S

where

s

ri (x) =

1−p
if xi = 1,
p

s

ri (x) = −

p
if xi = 0.
1−p

This result highlights some of similarities, as well as differences between the
case of the random walk on Z2 and on a general group. In the case of monotonic
graph properties the support of measure µp is the entire group Z2 . In the
general case, of course, the probability measure Q will not have its support
on all the elements of group G, but only on a smaller set Σ (that generates
G, otherwise there existed some nodes that could never be reached by the
random walk).
We can generalize these observation as follows:
Definition 18 The diameter of group G with respect to the generator set Σ
is the smallest number d such that each element in G can be written as the
product of d elements in Σ.
The following ”folklore” result provides a solution to the technical problem
we described:
(i)

Claim 2 Let G1 , . . . Gn be groups, Qi measures on G and {bj }i=1,|G| be an
orthonormal basis for (Gi , Qi ). Then an orthonormal basis for the group Gn =
G1 ×. . .×Gn with scalar product induced by Q1 ×. . .×Qn is given by B n = {bw },
where the elements in Bn are indexed by words w = w1 . . . wn ∈ [|G|]n and
defined as
bw (x) =

n
Y

i=1

b(i)
wi (xi ).

Thus, the suggested approach is the following: whenever we are dealing with a
probability measure Q on G that does not have full support, consider instead
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the random walk Q∗d that “takes d steps at a time” . This is reasonable (i.e.
by doing so we are not missing information about the original walk Q) because
of the following “folklore” result:
Proposition 3 Let F be a strong uniform time that is optimal with respect
to separation distance. Then the width of the scaling window of F is Ω(d).
Proof.
Because of optimality s(T² ) = ², s(T1−² ) = 1 − ². By the submodularity of separation distance, similar to the reasoning in Example 3, T² −T1−² = O(T1−² ) =
O(T1/2 ). But it is easy to see that d ≤ T1/2 , since at r = T1/2 we have to have
K r (x, y) > 0 for all x, y.
2

Since we are trying to reconnect (in this more general framework) Fourier
analysis with formula (6) let us review this connection in the case of monotone
graph properties. In this case the group used for Fourier analysis is Zn2 . The
orthonormal basis of Fourier-Walsh functions can be rewritten as the set of
functions {uS }S⊆{1,2,...,n} given by
uS (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = (

Y

e1 (xi )) × (

i∈S

Y

e0 (xi )),

(10)

i6∈S

where Char(Z2 ) = {e0 , e1 } is the group of characters of Z2 .
A Fourier-theoretic interpretation of Russo’s formula was first observed in
[KKL88] as

p·

n
dµp (A) X
=
α{i} ,
dp
i=1

(11)

P

where 1A = S⊆[n] αS uS is the Fourier decomposition of the characteristic
function of A in the orthonormal basis (10). To obtain a similar formula we
restrict ourselves to a particular class of actions and their associated stopping
times.
Definition 19 Consider a group G acting transitively on a set X, with isotropy
subgroup N . A function f : G → C is called N -bi-invariant if
f (n1 sn2 ) = f (s),
for all s ∈ G, n1 , n2 ∈ N .
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Definition 20 A central function f defined on a group W is a function that
is constant on the conjugacy classes of W , i.e. for all x, y ∈ W
f (y −1 xy) = f (x).

The scenarios we will be most interested is that of Markov chains induced
by a N -bi-invariant probability distribution on a group G. In particular, for
random walks on groups we have the following definition:
Definition 21 A random walk M on group G of matrix Q is bi-invariant if
the transition probability is a central function.
The reason for considering such a restriction is the set of central function
on a group G with the uniform measure U and scalar product < ·, · >U
has an orthonormal basis consisting of the set of characters of irreducible
representations of G (see e.g. [Dia88]).
We now consider the vector space of central functions on the n-power G(n) =
G × G × . . . G. An easy application of Claim 2 yields an orthonormal basis for
this space, similar to the basis (10):
X

F =

α S uS ,

S:[n]→Char(G)

where
US (x1 , . . . x(n)) =

n
Y

uS(i) (xi ).

i=1

Consider the regular Rreg representation of G, decomposable as a direct sum
of the irreducible representations Zi of G, with the corresponding multiplicity
equal to the dimension of the representation Zi . Let
rreg (x) =



 |G|, if (x = e),

 0,

otherwise,

be its character and let ri be the character of Zi . In particular re (x) = 1, x ∈ G
is the character of the trivial representation of G. Also, for i = (i1 , . . . , in )
define representation Zi = Zi1 ⊕Zi2 . . .⊕Zin of G(n) , and let ρi be its character.
Finally, define the Fourier coefficients
αi =< F, ρi >Q ,
15

Theorem 3 Suppose F is a deterministic, consistent, regular, central stopping time. Then the following relation is valid for every n ≥ 1:
t

dµt (F ) X
(n)
=
n · It (F ),
dt
n≥0

with

·

¸

1
I (F ) =<
⊗
rreg − re >Q .
W (e)|G|
1
.
Suppose that, additionally, we also have W (e) = |G|
(n)

F, ren−1

Then
I (n) (F ) =

X

deg(Zi ) · α(e,e,...,i)

(12)

i6=e

Proof.
(1) We have
X

Ir(n) (F ) =

r∈G

=

X

X

µt (yr) · [F (y) − F (yr)] =

|y|=n−1 r

X

µt (y) ·

|y|=n−1

=

X
y

=

µt (ye) ·

t X
· ( Wy (r) · [F (y · e) − F (yr)]) =
n
r

XX
1 − Wy (e)
· F (ye) −
µt (yr) · F (yr) =
Wy (e)
y r6=e

X
X
1
[
µt (ye) · F (ye) · |G|] − [
µ(y) · F (y) · 1].
W (e) · |G| |y|=n−1
|y|=n

(2) A simple consequence of the well-known formula
rreg =

X

deg(Wi ) · ri

i∈G

(see [Dia88]).
2

(n)

When Q is the uniform measure characters ρi are orthogonal, and formula (12) is, of course, quite similar to formula (11), that connects influences
and Fourier coefficients in the boolean case. This is not necessarily true oth(n)
erwise, since there is no guarantee that vectors ρi are orthonormal.
Definition 22 Let G be a group. The lamplighter group of G, G♦ is defined
as follows:
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(1) Elements of G♦ are pairs (f, x), where x ∈ G and f : G → Z2 .
(2) Multiplication in G♦ is defined by
(f, x) · (h, y) = (ψ, xy), where ψ(i) = f (i) + h(x−1 i).
Example 6 Random walks on lamplighter groups [PR04] provide natural examples of stopping times with the properties in the theorem. Indeed, the total
variation mixing time of a random walk on a group is the hitting time of all
lamps in the lamplighter group [PR04]. So the stopping time associated to
hitting all lamps is deterministic.
7.1 Conclusions and Acknowledgments
Theorem 3 is especially relevant for analyzing threshold properties of Markovian couplings and deterministic strong uniform times: just as in the case of
monotone graph properties, for such couplings the existence of a coarse threshold shows up in the low-weight coefficients in the Fourier decomposition of the
associated stopping time. The next step in the development of a toolkit for
analyzing threshold properties of stopping times is to assess under what conditions does the crucial isoperimetric inequality due to Bonami and Beckner
[Bon68,Bon70,Bec75] extend to powers of arbitrary groups. We aim to do this
in subsequent work.
I thank V.S. Anil Kumar for useful discussions. This work has been supported
by a Marie Curie International Reintegration Grant within the 6th European
Community Framework Programme.
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